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Selected As Nest All-Round Kentucky Community Newspaper Tor 1947
•
Kentucky—Increasing cloudiness followed by some rain
in west porti,t2A this afternoon
or tonight and over east portion ending early Wednesday.
Cold in east portion tonight,
somewhat cblder in west and
centftat portions Wednesday.
—YOUR PROGRESSIVE HOME NEWSPAPER FOR OVER HALF A CENTURY

United Press

4

Franklin, Simmons
Are Charged With
' Kidnapping Youth

Murray, Kentucky, Tuesdly Afternoon, Dec. 7, 1948

FUNERAL SERVICES
TO BE HELD WED.
MRS. PASCHALL

Funeral serivices for Mrs. Schur
Paschall. age 85, will be held at
the Sinking Springs Baptist church,
of which she was a member. Wednesday afternoon at 1 o'clock with
Rev. M. M. Hampton and Rev. T. G.
James Allen Simmons and Charl-ta--Shelton officiating.
es Franklin, both of Paducah. have
Mrs. Paschall died of complicabeen charged with kidnapping and
tions at her home at 1616 Miller
have been bound over to the Cira
Avenue, Monday afternoon at 1:15
curt Court according to reports reo'clock, following a lengthy illceived late yesterday.
ness.
The men have been sharged with
kidnapping Roy Larry Washer, 16,
Survivors include her husband,
of Dexter as he was hitch hiking
.Joe Paschall; four daughters, Mrs.
from Hardin to Dexter. They have
Pearl West and
After losing a heart-breaker to Bessie West. Mrs.
been placed under a $1,000 bond.
Mrs. Mary Boyd. all of Murray,
Tueslast
overtime
an
in
Hickman
carried
was
Washer
'Young
and Mrs. Salone Miller, Detroit;
through Dexter and Murray by day night, the Training school Colts one ,son, Gus Paschall'Fulton; one
the men and kicked from the auto- play host to Humboldt., Tenn., in sister. Mrs. Ed Thomas, Murray;
mobile about five miles south of Carr Health building tonight.
font. brothers. Oscar and L C. TreMurray.
with vathan, Paducah, Walter Trevathan,
improving
are
Colts
The
Simmons and Franklin were apMurray, Dr. Lee Trevathan, Bruceprehended Sunday by Corporal every game. They have lost to ton. Tenn; 10 grandchildren and
Brigham Futrell and Sheriff Walk- Lynn Grove, Hazel, and Hickman 10 great grandchildren.
er Myers of Marshall county. about and have a victory over Golconda.
Grandsons will serve as pall2:00 p.m. on highway 68, north of Ill Probable startehs for tonight's bearers.
game will be Magness and Houston
Benton.
Burial will be in the church cemat forwards, Tucker at the pivet etery.
and Waldrop and Jackson at the
The Linn Funeral Home of Benguard posts
ton is in charge of arrangements.
The second-stringers slash at 7
o'clock with the varsity playing
immediately afterward_
Wednesday night, New Concord
are visitors also at the Health
building with the B-teams game IS
Bob Sanders, junior from George- starting at 7.
of
town. Ill, was elected captain
the Murray State Collegea1949 footGift ahoppers Guide Edition
ball team by the 28 letterman of
The Christmas Season has entered
Today, edition of the Ledger and
the 1948 football team at a meeting
dressheld Monday B 1 Middleton, ju- Times la one of to special Gift Murray for sure, as the well
merchants will
the
of
first
windows
At
ed
editions.
was
0.,
Guide
Shoppers
Portsmouth,
from
nior
and cedar
elected as the alternate captin for it was planned to put out only one testify. Christmas lights
edition, but it was decided to run have been placed around the
1949
in general is
The 28 letterman are B J. Saund- the special paper for two days. To- square, and the city
Yuletide
ers, 1948 captain. Ralph Cooper. days paper is being placed In every bebinning to take on the
spirit.
Bob Sanders, Jim Pearce. Paul home In Calloway county.
If plans materialize the civic
Ward, Ed Dunn. Troy Kelly, John
If anyone misses the Issues of
Hackney, Jim Cullivan, John Crom- today sad tomorrow, they can be clubs will place Cchristmas trees
well, Powell Puckett, Floyd Hooks, oblalned by calling at the office of In the tour corners of the square.
According to merchants many
Don Evitt Ken Fyne A I Middle- the Ledger and Times.
more items are available this year
ton. Alvin Cope. Buddy Hewitt,
Gift shoppers are asked to save
and
John Singleton, John Petillo. Jere these papers and refer to them when . and toys are in abundance
McClure, Winfred Dill. Ralph Mc- looking for a needed gift. Ten to better made Some items are still
Clain. Dale McDaniel, Joe Bronson. one a suitable gift will be adver- on the scarce list however.
More in line with the thought
Tom Covington..Denny Wales, Billy tised.
of Christmas. the Association of
Furgerson and Dave Carlisle.
Childhood Education is working 9n
the project of placing a Chrismas
ALL ROADS SAFE
NOTICE
FRANKFORT Th..e state high. stocking in the home of every
The meeting of the Association
of Childhood Education which was way department reports this morn- needy child in Calloway county.
scheduled to be held December 10 ing that a survey of Kentucky This campaign is now on and has
has been cancelled. The next meet- roads shows them all to be dry and the support of every organization
in the county
excellent for traveling
ing will be ut, February 11.

Kentuckians W-;'' Play
Part In Inat:guratton
Ceremonies In January

TRAINING SCHOOL
PEAYS HUMBOLT
TONIGHT HERE

BOB SANDERS IS
ELECTED AS 1949
FOOTBALL CAPT.

•

•

CHRISTMAS SEASON
NOW ENTERING
FULL SWING HERE

Under The Capitol Dome

•

4
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The Hiu-Chamber case is taking
a serious turn.
It started out as a straight perjury dispute involving Alger Hiss,
former state department official.
and Whittaker Chambers, admitted fora..r communist.
Chambers on and off the record,
charged that Hiss was a communist.
Hiss said he was not.
So the question then was who
was lying —Hiss or Chambers.
But there was no crime involved
except possible perjury. There is
no crime in being a communist,
only in lying about it under oath.
Chambers had accused Hiss of being a member of an underground
Red ,network which worked to
place communists in the government.
This, too, Hiss denied.
But now, much more serious
charges have enterel the picture.
Charges of theft of government
,• documents and spying
Chambers, under oath, now accused Hiss of stealing confidential
state department records to be
turned over to the had of the Soviet military intelligence in the United States.
His charges were specific, to the
point, and he sought to substantiate
them with documents which were
In his possession.
The developments coming in the
Hiss-Chambers case are so sensational that it's difficult to get a
straightforward picture
Here are the facts, as they have
developed.
Chambers repeated his original
communist charges against Hiss
outside the hearing room of the
committee investigating onamerican activities. That made him subject to damage suite, and Hiss filed ft slander suit for 75-thousand
dollars damages In Baltimore.

I

°Alben Barkley
Will Be Sworn
In At Same Time

BURLEY ZOOMS
TO NEW HIGH IN
KENTUCKY

PARIS DOLLS FOR CHRISTMAS — Paris doll-makers art
working overtime to fill Christmas orders for specialty shop:
ind department stores. The economic plight of the countr3
may be critical, but the French still think their dolls are
ops. Above. Janine Debray examines a doll named "Sourire
de Paris" (Paris Smile), before packing it for delivery.

NOTICE TO NON-SUBSCRIBERS
subscribers in the county is only
$350 per year. Cost in the city of
Murray is only 15 cents per week.
Incorporated in this daily paper
ii ALL the local news, features
gress that Calloway County's only and news of the full leased wire of
daily newspaper is making. This the United Press iKentucky Wirer'
particular lutes is filled with the three comics, cross word puzzle, an
your merchants who are 'Wresting serial story, editorials,
ads
placing their wares befdre you for society news, and the advertiseyour Christmas Gift selection,
ments of progressive merchants of
You can receive the Ledger and Murray and Calloway county.
This is your invitation to subTimes daily, delivered to your door.
for only a small amount. Cost to scribe.
•

This copy of the Ledger and
Times, your county daily newspaper is being delivered to you in
order that you might note the pro-

a

Darnall Held Over
To Grand Jury
Cratus Darnall and Randall Dar- flowing into the halls and down
'all of Benton have been held to the entrance. The crowd was
a
over for the Grand Jury as a result orderly and no demonstration took
place.
held
the!
in
of an examining trail
Benton court -house this morning! The shooting of Starks took place
in the Blue Kitchen Cafe near the
at 10:00 a m.
city limits of Benton while officer
Cratus Darnall is charged with
Starks was having a cup of coffee.
the murder of Jess Starks. Benton
He noticed a group of men before
police man on November 30 Ranthe cafe carrying shotguns. He
dall Darnall is charged with being
asked that the men surrender their
an accessory to murder.
arms on the condition that Starks
Defense for Cratus Darnall, Henry do the same. When the men comLovett and Jack Fisher, asked that plied. Starks refused to give up
he be released on bond. This was his pistol. Cratus Darnall struggled
opposed by the commonwealth at- with the officer and shot him with
torney and the judge denied the his own pistol which he grabbed
bond.
from the holster. Starks died imThe trail lasted only a short mediately.
while and was dismissed by 11:00
Darnall has admitted to the
a m The court house was packed shooting and is now being held in
with spectators, the crowd over-, jail without bond.

Up to 1937—Chambers-- was a
communist underground courier.
During the course of his communist
acteetres, Chambers charges that
he arranged a meeting in New York
between Hiss and a Colonel Boris
Bykov, who has bee, accused before the committee of being a top
Soviet military intelligence officer.
Chambers then goes on to say,
and we quote:
"Mr. Hiss came to New York
where I met him. Colonel ByItov
raised the question of procuring
documents from the state department and Mr. Hiss agreed"
Continuing to quote from Chama
bees testimony.
"Following that meeting, Alger,
Hiss began a fairly consistent flow
of such material as we have before
us here. The method was for him a
bring home documents in his by
case. which Mrs. Hiss usually capled. There occasionally came to Mr.
Hiss' knowledge aartain things or
he saw certain papers which he was
not able to bring out of the depart-I A truck from the Glendale Orpmore court hearing.
ment for ohe reason or another, hans home will arrive in Murray
the
contained
transcripts
Those
either because they merely passed on December 30 to pick tip food
Hiss
against
most serious charges
through his hands quickly or be- and clothing which is donated for
by Chambers.
cause he thought 'it inadvisable" the home
according to James
Such information, according to
No court has yet ruled on the valAsbridge, Superintendent of Evanidity of the charges. Whether it will the Chambers testimony, Hiss furngelism and Enlistment of the Blood
ever go to court, is also a moot ished in notes recorded in his own
River Baptist Association. Donathe
thing,
there's
one
For
handwriting.
question.
tions of food can include potatoes,
addition'
In
stands.
in
jury
And there it
question whether the grand
beans, canned fruit and other items
New York which is investigating to the 65 documents, Chambers
that are not persishable, he said.
communism will conalder the evi- now has turned over to the comHe urged that all churches makitence sufficient to prove Chambers' mittee rolls of microfilm which aling donations bring them to the
charges.. And also there is the fur- so contain copies of government
First Baptist Church of Murray on
ther question whether the statute secret information. reportedly of a
December 29.
of limitations hasn't made it im- sensational character. Here again.
poutble to preisecute for any crimes the indications are that they may
New England Hospitable
not be made public. But the comwhich may have been committed.
UP t—Goyernment cenBoston
But at any rate the charges are mittee will go into the case thoronow part of the court record. And ughly to find out who furnished sus sources estimate that 5 per
as revealed by the committee on this microfilm to Whittaker Cham- cent of New England's hearty
9.006.000 residents have moved into
un-American activities, Chambers' bers.
the area since 1940.
We'll know more about it soon.
story is this:

Before the trial was set, the attorneys were permitted to take
pre-trial testimony. Chambers was
questioned at one of these sessions.
He was asked for documentary
proof of his charges against Hiss.
He produced 65 state documents.
which were considered so important they were impouhded by the
court and removed from the public
view. The indications are they will
never be made public.
For days after this news carne
out, no definite statement was released on how the documents tied
In with Chambers' original charges
against Hiss. The un-American actand
ivities committee chocked
charged that three of the documents
were in the hand writing of Hiss.
But there was no specific charge
that Hiss had supplied them to
Chambers.
• That is, not until yesterday, At
that time, the house committee invesigating the case called a special
news conference. It released parts
of the transcript of the Balti-
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MURRAY POPULATION — 8,000

DONATIONS FOR
HOME WILL BE
PICKED UP

•

Society Security
•
Representative
Here Dec. 17
"Mr. Russell Reed, Field Representative of the Social Security Administration, will be at the Post
Office in Murray December' 17. at
I p. m. Anyone desiring to file a
claim for Old-Age or Survivors
Ineurance benefits. GI' wanting information relative to the Social
Security Program May call at that
time. This is the program under
which monthly casn benefits are
payable to eligible workers, their
families or their eurxivors. But
these benefits may be paid only
when they are applied for If you
. call on
believe you are qu
sy pt the
this representative
above address."
BOSTON (UP—While Daniel J.
Holland was listening to a radio
giveaway program, a burglar entered his home and stole $200
worth of jewelry.

LOUISVILLE--The price of burley tobacco sold in Kentucky has
zoomed to a new seasonal high.
The Kentucky Department of Agriculture reports that 11.773,304
pounds sold yesterday for $5 840,271,
an average of $49.459 per hundred
pounds. That average is 14 cents
higher than last Monday's opening
day price, and 52.62 1 igher than last
Friday's average.
Effective yesterday. the sales
hours were reduced from five to
three hours daily. The shorter selling period probably helped prices,
and will also help redrying plants
overcome the backlog of tobacco
waiting to be processed for storage.
In addition, it will permit buyers
to purchase tobacco in more orderly fashion.
Reduced offerings of wet tobacco.
which has no support price under
the government's loan program,
also helped the price. The federalstate market news service reported
offrings of higher- grade tobaccos
increased.
Increased of two-dollars per hundred pounds or more in individual
market averages were common. Increases ranged up to $6.71 at Covington.
Other exceptionally large increases were $5.14 at Cynthiana; $5.01
at Mt. Sterling: $4.65 at Danville;
$4.31 at Lebanon, and $3.75 at Shelbyville.
Eight of the 24 markets had averages above $50 Highest in the
state was Mt, Sterling with an average of $52.38. Others above $50
were Lexington, Springfield. London, Carrollton, Cylithiana, Danville and Richmond..

Marshall Receives
Kidney Operation
WASHINGTON — Secretary of
State George C. Marshall has undergone a kidney operation at Walter Reed hospital near Washington.
Marshall entered the hospital several days ago for a general checkup. And the state department says
he was operated upon this morning.

Plans are shaping up for Kentuckians to play a major part in
the inauguration ceremonies in
Washington next month.
Several hundred Kentuckians are
expected to join the crowds in the
nation's capital to see President
Truman take the oath of office
for a four year tem)",
But Kentuckian's interest will be
on the vice-presidency since the
grand old man of bluegrass politics-Senator Alben W. Barkley will
be sworn into that office at the
same ceremony.
Kentucky will have the number
two spot in the inaguration parade,
says state treasurer Edward F. Seiner, He managed the sucessful
Democratic campaign in Kentucky
this fall and now is busy with plans
for the inauguration.
He says that a special train will
take Kentuckians to Washington
for the ceremony. The train will
be in two sections, end will leave
Kentucky on January , letn. One
section will leave Louisville at 2
d'clock and stop in Frankfort and
Lexington en-route to Ashland
where it will be joined with a section from Covington. The train will
be dde fh Washtngton about II
o'clock inauguration morr.ing. A
Fort Thomas Democrat James A.
Diskin, has been appointed general
chairman on the trip. Dieakin says
about 250 persons can travel on the
train, to be known is "the Governor's Special." He .xplained that
persons buying tickets on the train
may also buy hotel reservstions at
the same time.
Serving as vice-chairman with
Diskin will be Henry M. Hayes of
Bellevue, Tom Duggan of Morehead, Herbert Smith. of Middlesboro. Vince Steele of Owensboro,
end state senators Louis Cox of
Frankfort, and Strother Melton, of
Paducah.

t
Miss Mildred Hatcher
Miss Mildred Hatcher, who for
several years has taught English in
the Augusta Tilghman High School
in Paducah, was released from her
contract as of December 3 in order
that she might accept a position as
assistant professor of English in
Austin Peay State College, Clarksville, Tenn. She will begin her new
duties at the opening of the winter quarter on December 14.
Austin Peay College is under the
control of the State Board of Education and is a fully accredited,
college granting the
four-year
bachelor of science degree.
Miss Hatcher graduated with high
distinction from Murray State College, received her M.A. degree
has
from Peabody College. and
done one year toward the Ph. D.
degree in Peabody and the University of Wisconsin. She has also
studied in Vanderbilt University.
Miss Hatcher is a member of the
National Council of the Teachers
of English. the American Association of University Women, the
United Daughters of the Confederacy. the Daughters of the American Revolution. and Kappa Delta
Pi. National Honor Society of Education.
Miss Hatcher attended the meeting of the National Council of the
Teachers of English which was held
in Chicago during Thanksgiving.

r

NOTICE
The Community Club of Almo
will meet
School
High
High
at 1:30 o'clock Friday afternoon.
Each mother is requested to bring
a *ft for the Christmas party.

Son Of Local Man Becomes Supt.
Of Valley Kentucky High School
The following article is reprinted
from a newspaper in Eastern Kentucky. 0. M. Lassiter is the son of
Garche Lassiter who is well known
in the county.
k Kentucky boy who has made
good as an educator in the State's
High's
public schools is Valley
newest principal. 0. M. Lassiter.
veteran of 22 years of teaching
and school administration who is
making a good record as head of
Valley following the enviable adVan
Richard
of
ministration
Hoose who recently went to the
County Board of Education as direator of curricula for all of the
county's public schools.
A product of Calloway County
down in Western Kentucky. Lassiter was born in 1906 and spent
his childhood as a student in his
county public schools before enTeachers
Murray State
tering
College. With his Bachelor of Science degree in hand Lauri/Yr-began
his teaching career at Graham
19274 in neighboring
school in
Muhlenburg County. He took his
first big step up in 1930 when he
became principal of New Concord

after
High School in Calloway
three years at Graham. It was a
welcome trip back • to New Concord for Lassiter since he had
attended that school( in his own
days and felt a bit closer to that
location than the other positions he
had held in his teaching career.
Eight years were spent at New
greener fields
before
Concord
beckoned. He left that school to
spelt one year in a smaller Trigg
three
County school rand later
years as principal of Williamstown
High before coming to the Louisville area in 1943 tip take over as
head of Fern Creek High School
Valley High was Lassiter's next
destination. as assistant principal,
a position he held pntil this fall
when he WRS given the position as
full principal.
Lassiter is a strong backer of
never
his school's athletics and
misses a Valley football game except for the most urgent reasons.
He has been taking quite a ribbing of late, he says, after his son.
Riley, senikte,at Fern Creek High.
came close to beating Valley's Vikings singlehandedly in a recent
gridiron contest between the two

1

teams. It was by a single point.
7-6, that Valley finally came out
victorious. Riley. Lassiter explains.
attends Fern Creek because of his
connections with the people in
that area and doesn't let the fact
that his father is' head of a rival
school interfere with his school
spirit. Lassiter's other son, Eddie,
a—a—valley student and is pretty
well known in the $hively area
through his connection with the
championship Sunnydale baseball
team of the Tidly-Winks League.
Lassiter was married in 1930 to

•

the former Dorothy Kennerley
whom he met while teaching in
Muhlenburg County. The family
lives on Narragansett Avenue in
Louisville and are members of the
Parkland Baptist Church. Lassiter
is active in many outside interests,'
being superintendent of his church's
adult Sunday School department,
Valley's Recreation Committee, the
school's Parent-Teacher Association, and the Principal's Club of
Jefferson County. The Shively Rotary Club will come into the pic.
ture too after he is formally installed soon.
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A STRONG

PWIDLISRED BY LEDGER a TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY
Caneabdation of The Murray Ledger. The Calloway Tunes. and The
Elossie-alersad. October 20, 19e3, and the West Kentuckian January 17, 1143
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"Current" Ideas
For Christmas

W. PERCY WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER
JAMES C. WILLIAMS, GENERAL MANAGER
afternoons encePt Sunday at 10$ North 4th St.. Murray, Ky,

I Entered at the Peat Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transmission as
Second Ctass Matter

-

BUBISCRIPTIQN RATES: By Carrier in Murray. per week 15c. per
loonth. Cc. La Calloway and adjoining counties. per year. $3 50, elsewhere $5.511.

111

CO, 903 Sterick
RuSalleig. Memphis. Tenn.; 250 Park Ave. New York; 307 N Michigan
Boston,
St..
41.eA Chicago; 110 Boylaten
TIOt KENTUCKY PRESS ASSOCLATION
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Nothing is ill please mother more
on Christmas day than an electrical gift — a practical gifts
Nothing can bring her more
pleasure on Christmas day and
every dal, in the .iear than a
mixer, an iron, I stove or refrigerator. See our selection today. Inquire about our easy -payment plan.

••••

RATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE: WALLACE WITMER

•

We reesree the right to reject any Advertising. Letters to the Editor
SW Public Voice items whica in our opinion are not for the best inning
id our madam
Tuesday

•
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Read The Ledger & Times Classified Ads •

•

What could be finer than an L & H
electric range. It's fast — clean — economical — accurate. Makes a perfect gift
for a perfect lacb.

ADAMS SHOE STORE

VARSITY
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bad inoral crime and is now in the this man who everyone considered
State penitentiary. Psychologists hopeless is the scientist in charge
E
and others pronounce him hopeless, of one of New York City's greatest
The judge refases parole. stating industries He has been out of prii-e must serve his full toim of 20 son seven years and is again a disa min- -...e.rrs You said God could solve! tinguished personality in the cornA.
great every problem: let us sec Him solve l munitY.
maw W!.0
iste: iriond
! God is the answer • He is your
soul, a rugged personality. a man's that one:.
4:
A.e God's my ambassa?or. my refuge and your strength. an ever
mar,. made the assertion that Almighty God etoill solve 3!'.y pro- friend accepted the challer.ge Re present help in trouble. Say that
Wan r,o r.atter h ra. difficult The went to the penitentiary where he to yourself until your doubting
:mmechately recognized the priso- mind begins to believe it and put it
fonswi.ing r;01•,!?,i- analh'7
a man of op next to your problem. I care not
ster phoned him and said. -I have der a,a formei
how difficult it may be. That probtr 7* study who t.e:rci distinction
d W•drninj
lem will open as do flowers in the I
yuu speak last night. She says you
have
••
"You
prisrine
said.
the
are wives. that her problem eau- t driven a long way to ase rid! heat and light of the sun. There e
no huntan•problem whLh- God can
LEA be Jacek).— with —
' haven't you* mat was nice of yolei
mat solve
me, GUS woman.
hen my
but I have no use for ministers and
Ronald Reagan
she said, -My t.u.band if 3 seine- •I I have no use for God You .r.ight
Eleanor Parker
Read the Classified Ads
list. 33 years old. He committed
as well turn around and go back.
You cannot de anyth:ng for me AR
you do is preach theory."
"All right. I will go." my friend
said. "but, let me say I didn't come
out here to enjoy myself. I come to
do something for you, but you are
so stubborn that you do rot want
dais
anything done for you. Hoa ever,
I will leave you two Bible texts.
ire
Mull them over and I will bc back
here 'in two weeks If you heed
these words and believe them you
will be char,ged.41°P
/
4 He gave him a Passage trom the
„fire40
ts!!
s. ?ear
1st Chapter of Rormins. Verses 21It31. which shows man at his worst;
"And even as they did not like to
d.
retain God ip their knowledge. God
-•• ..f•••••6. • r
gave them eves to a reprobate
mind, to do those things which are
not convenient being filled with
unrigheostsness. fornication. wickedChristmas
TICS& maliciousness, full of envy.
Money
reurder. debate, deceit. malignity.
From A Savings
whe,pers: backbiters. hater of God.
despiteful. proud, boasters. inventAccount
„rs of evil things.. disobedient to
••
without understanding,
parents.
covenant-breakers, without natural
affection, implacable. unmerciful”
The man said, "That is me al.
over."
"All right." said the minister.
-That is you at your worst. Now
just turn over here in the same
book it Romans to the 5th Chapter,
and see what it says in the 20th
Verse. .but where sin abounded.
grace did much more abound' and
.baksmce the 7otte against the other.
-you think, itat are absolutely defeated. Apply those two texts."
A few weeks later my friend
went-back to the prison and found
the man quiet and thoughtful. To
make a long story short. today

DON'T MISS THE BLISS
OF THAT EVER-LOVIN"

t,flICE Or Ty

Mother and bride alike %sill appreciate
one of these fast heating irons. It takes
as little to buy a gift such as this and it
will be long renlembered

T

T tt
kNIER ICAN WAY

•.

/01•11 t• II.*

Only ('risky his the S
dor. And Mother is ill like it
an. This uonderfal refrigersitu has features about it that
make , it onc of the most
souztit after Come in and see
Coe CrasIto 5 todas.

We have many more Appliances
that will be perfect as Gifts!

Ttf;

;i.•44-.7247.;;BI

neather sic are having And we
just the radio for the whole
listen to. Make this A must on
list for the family.

Phone 106-W

106 South Fifth

01111AT MAW*

It's radio
we 'save
family to
your gift

COME IN!

WARN tr. 810!.31-f.

Hollis Appliance Company
Phone'646

Maple Street

•
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NOW FOR THE SECOND

Round-Up

'

This is the Second Week of Draper & Darwin's

REMOVAL SALE
Beginning Friday
OF THIS WEEK

\I

All Ladies Ready to Wear, such as Dresses, Coats, Coat Suits, Skirts, and
Millinery, and many other items from all over the store will take the

gECOND SLAUGHTER

you can be assured of money
YES
each Christmas if you start a Sayings
Account now.
By saving a certain amount regularly
you will have money for the things
you wish to buy.

6

IN OUR BIG REMOVAL SALE

We appreciate the fine business you gave us on our opening dates and regret
that we could not possibly give you the service we would like to have.
VARSITY THEATRE
Voice, of the Turtle."
I Hr. 42 Min
Feature Starts: 1:13-3:13-5.13-7:1?

This sale will continue throughout the month of December.
WE CAN MOVE A DOLLAR

Better & Cheaper

LOOK!

LOOK!

WILL PAY THIS WEEK:

START A SAVINGS ACCOUNT TODAY

BANK of MURRAY
Member FDIC

THAN WE CAN MOVE THE MERCHANDISE

31c
25c
22c

'Heavy Hens
1 Leghorn Hens
1Spring Chickens
Cox

15c

Efir•

50e

RAPER AND DARWI

D

Highest market price for
Reef Hides
Prices; S Uhler( I. (1111111R
W taloa( Notice

_ ALWAYS

E.

Main St.

UNDER

THE

Murray, Ky,

'a

MARKET -Phone 482

Boggess Produce Co.
Phone 441
South 13th St
Residence Rhone 1034
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Hollywood Film
Shop
•

Hollywood (UP)—Two young
movie writers, who happened to
have been to college, are erasing
the Betty Grable co-eds end the
last-minute touchdown from the
Hollywood carpus scene.

The writers, Mary Anita Loos
and Richard Sale, Mr. and Mrs.
and graduates respectively of Stanford and Washington and Lee universities, are writing not one but
two college pictures at 20th Century-Fox.
Their efforts bid fair to make
movie history, college division.

Announcing the Opening
of

COOK FURNITURE CO.
Dealers in Used Furniture
on
WEDNESDAY MORNING
at 8:00 o'clock

*

Located at Main and Second Street
adjacent to
the Hurt & Alexander Grocery

•

The colleges in "Mother is al,
Freshman" and "Belvedere Goes to
College" look like colleges, and ,
the students act like students.
"I remember," Miss Loos said dis-•
dainfully, "when college movies always had an Old Ox Roak, kissing'
rock, chorus of Betty Grah-le chorines and absent-minded professors.
We're chanting all that."
It's all part of the Hollywood
trend toward realism, they explained, and about time, too.
Audiences Spurn Corn
"Audiences don't go coi that corn
any more." Mrs. Sale said.
"With more and more people going to college," Mr. Sale said, "more
people in the, audience recognize
what's phoney and what's real in
college movie."
In "Mother Is a Freshman," Van
Johnson is a professor, but far from
absent-minded. He's hep enough
to fall for Loretta oung.
However, Johnson never claims
she .has to kiss him because they're
standing under old Whatzisname's
statue, and it's a college tradition.
There is a football hero in the
picture, Bob Arthur, but he.doesn't
flunk his exams on account of
Betty Ann Lynn before the big
game.
In fact, there isn't any big game.
This also does away with that
standard speech to the team: "Get
in there, and fight!"
The unconventional humor of
having Clifton Webb enroll at a
•••

Announcing

lalleentelltelellinterenteenestenglinelgeteratlatasitsalgentlearteetsteranalgtgertialtseseeststatiCitaresteartgaPOOPMearglItettn4
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OWNERS: Glen Jeffrey and Bobbie Grogan
COMPETENT and EXPERIENCED PERSONNEL TO GIVE YOU
RELIABLE and COURTEOUS SERVICE
THOMAS REDDEN
MRS. TAZ ROGERS

NIVA BARNETT

TELEPHONE 298
FOR PROMPT DELIVERY SERVICE

ABC's Come Easy
With This

'Nat Sfteceed 9441
WORLD'S SMALLEST CAMERA — Dr. Rudolf Steineck
(right), 42-year-old German engineer who developed a wrist
watch camera after two years orwcirk, shows seltne of hi.
'tints to a girl wearing his camera. The ingenious" camera
low being produced at Tutzing, takes eight pictures on i
1x4 mm orbicular film, and negatives can be enlarged to 2 1/1
4 inches. The shutter is fixed at 1/250 of a second.
/
to 31

university is supposed to keep the
cliches out of "Belvedere Goes to
College."
Younger Cast
Nobody has the line, once traditional in college flickers: "Jiggers,
here comes prexy."
Nor will Alan Young fall in love
with a girl cheer-leader who looks
like Betty Grable. Miss Grable was
graduated long ago and is working
elsewhere.
In a revolutionary move, 20:1) is
s• casting 17 and 18-year-olds as the
college freshmen.
"We got tired." Miss Loos said.
"of seeing Bing Crosby, Richard
Arlen and Jack Oakie taking col.
legs entrance exams."
The Sales' way of writing assures
that these films will be two rain,/ utes shorter than the old-time col-

Formerly ANDERSON'S
1602 Olive Street Extended

A SMALL DEPOSIT HOLDS YOUR
SELECTION IN LAY-A-WAY

V
V

MURRAY CLEANERS

Obi
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"MARX" Remote Control
ELECTRIC
TRAIN

V
V

V
V
lege thrillers.
V
-We are skipping the last two V
the
of
football game,- they
minutes
said, "in'which the audience breathlessly waits for the winning touch- V
down."

$11.95
Easel Type

Buy It On The
Easy Pay Plan

North 13th Gossip

VLACKBOARD

0.00 A Wiwi(

$1.69

0.00 Down
V
Hello Folks! Here comes Sue tity
after the new high spied Streamliners. Equipment inModeled
Sue with a bit of news on what
4" a 18" blackboard
/
A 411
dudes a diesel-type locomotive with oil-less bronze bearings,
is happening in this vicinity.
with 13 it 10" slate. Has
V die-cast wheels and • bright headlight, three passenger coaches,
8 color charts and is equip10 sections of track and a transformer. Great railroading equipDanny Mack Washburn, son of
--.4
seolV ment for a young train enthusiast!
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Washburn,
who has been suffering from a bad
cold is better at this time.
V
Realistic Toy
7t4/4
EOM, S041 Wesati
Mrs. George Washburn and Sue
qicsed
rifed
City Sue spent Friday evening
with Mrs Ray Johnson and Miss
Bernice Wilson of North 13th St!
Will Newman Stack of Cadiz i
was the guest of his sister, Mrs. Bud l;
i
Sowell Saturday.
"Marx" Mechanical
Mrs. Uud Sowell spent Tuesday
ah her sister. Mrs J. D. Pace
Harmless sparks Ny out of the stack and a bell rings
Push it and it clicks sis though
Mr. and Mrs Edgar Washburn
as time train races around the Ir" cnal track. Inriming gress. 2814' tong, II"
and son spent Thursday night with
cludes locomotive, tender. 2 cm, caboose, 6 sc:tions
wide with rubber treaded
his uncle, Mr. and Mrs. Dan Washn heels.
of straight and 8 sections ot cursed track.
burn.
Washburn
Mr. and Mrs. Lteiaier
For Active Youngsters/ Plenty Of
and children spent last weekend
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs Dan
Washburn.
Tom Bailey of Model. Tenn, is
visiting friends and relatives in
Murray.
A 3-story tower garage with all kinds
Mrs. David Bennett and children,
of accessories! Crank operated elevator
Holly
of
Sue.
Deborah
Richard and
that rings a bell and turns clock hands
Springs. Miss, are visiting her par— Double gas pump that holds "gas" —
wash rack with pump and water — two
ents, Mr. and Mrs R. R. Grisham.
plastic cars — tilting grease rack —
Sue City Sue
ramp to the second floor. Hinged conIIIIICt101 makes it elle• so outaiViv

7,4144/

LAWNMOWER

$1.98

SPARKING FREIGHT TRAIN

$4.95

BET YOUR NAME

•

1:con

GOODYEAR GARAGE

$4.95

JEAN WEEKS

$2.49

609 Olive

ON THE LIST!
You bet it's exciung. About the biggest,
longest, lowest, roomiest car you've yet
seen—
But wait! You don't know the half of it!
You don't know what drivist's like,
until you look out through this big. new.
one-piece, curved windshield, and feel that
great engine come to life!
You don't know what comfort is, until

you feel the magic a coil springing It all
four wheels—and enjoy the new wonders
of Nash Weather Eye Conditioned Air.

You don't know what economy is, until
you see thigOtet, massive Nash "600"
turn in an amazing 25 miles to the gallon
at average highway speed!
You don't know what fun a car can be
until you drive a new 1949 Nash Airflyte.
Here at last is postwar motoring that lives
up te your fondest anticipation!
Don't put it off. Get your name on the
list today!
71w Nash Alrffre for '49 comes in two
"600- and Nash
great series—the
Ambassador.

ELECTRIC
ALARM

Interior, Twin Reds,.. Cockpit Control

$4.95

gallon at average highway speed!

PERCOLATOR
SET
$1.50

AMERICA'S
FINEST
LOW PRICED
WASHER!
as"

A smart looking aluminum
finished service for its including plates, salaCtfs, cups, knives,
spoons, forks, glass top perm.
lator. tray and colorful paper
napkins.

Select - A - Larm feature gives
you a loud or soft tone. Has
an easy to read dial

Large Size, with Semi-Pneumatic Tires
"RADIO FLYER"

All Steel
COASTER WAGON
Ii CORSO fast, pulls
easy, and the his.
.
roomy body I 14
'a
2
/
a 151
has space for bulky loads. Edges
are rounded for smoothness, and
the red enamel finish is baked on.
A gift sure to please any boy!

$8.75

*Ls-

GREAT CABS SINCE 1901
Rolvivojner Corpore.ton, Defoe

Use Our Lay Away Plan

Groat Car—bailt by• Groat Coanpany—Sehl and Serviced by tie
Finest Dealer Organisation in America.

$124.95

4

.•

A Gift To Please A LittleJlostessl

•••••

4.th Mohacs, Dev.ven No

PARKER MOTORS

For outstanding value, and ellround satisfaction, come in and
order roar Maytag now!

7th at Vain Street
•
• ~saw:nessztkie.asseoloon-r-aguosuirest,a•emlirs.

Right for
'backyard gridiron" play. Imitation leather cover — triple
lined. Has salve type rubber

G-E "Heralder"

See the 1949 Nash Airflyte today...
World's first car with Super-Lounge

Unillo-Jet Carhuretion — and fuel
efficiency of more than 25 miles a

$1.95

Cab revolves and the
shovel is crank operated. Mounted on
non • matting rubber
treads for in - doors
play. It's steel — and
2" long.
/
it's big— 211

It Purrs Or It Shawls!

Phone 43I-W

Body-and-Tranie. Get the new thrill of'

FOOTBALL

STEAM SHOVEL

Beauty Shoppe
Rifling Koolerwave
Permanents

Uniscope... Girder-hnilt Unitized

Official Size and Weight

Rugged For Rough Play!
HEAVY DUTY

NOW OPEN

E

BILBREY'S
Car & Home Supply
Phone 886

Johnson Appliance Co.

210 Main Street

South Side Square
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ous. crunching onslaught of Commumst troops_ The show-down battle might be hours away and almost
certainly could be no more than a
Jo Williams. Editor
fe w weeks away.
General Chiang—now balding.
11..face creased with lines of worry and fatigue—tried to salvage
what he could of the ominous situOnce.upon• a time there lived in Soong. he added Charles Jones. in learned of the glorious land called ation. But, worse than the hamTuesday. December 7
far off China an extraordinary man 'honor of the captain who had safe- America and it was not surprising mering, seemingly inexhaustable
The Worrians Association of the
woman- columns of Communist troops, was
young
slim,
to
that—grown
Soong.
&Ines
Charles
named
College Presbyterian Church will
ly piloted his ship across the trackhood—she should ask to finish her the crisis at the general's back. meet at 2:30 with Mrs. B. F ScherfHe had begun life as a hammock less Pacific_ An ambitious man,
'studies In that land across the sea. China's money had become an infius.
peddler. on the hot. festerir.g. Charles Jones Soong studied hard.
Su. from the quiet serenity of a ternational joke. China's workers
General meeting id _the_
crowded island of Ha nan. off the
China.
in
house
prince's
merchant
rioted for food. For the first time
i won himself a theological certifiwill be held at the First Methodist
south Coast of China. As a boy he
returned to China a few Mei-Ling and her _sisters made the in his life. he saw lethargy and
and
cate,
Church at 3:30 p.m.
met and talked to many so-called
years later, as a Methodist minis- journey to the United States. Not despair in the eyes of China's in-white devils." adventuresome roarThe following circles of the First
sure. When dustrial and merchant princes when
be
to
father
their
like
ter.
.
.
will meet at 2.30.
ing njarines and sailors from the
Once back in his homeland. he Mei-Ling landed in America. she he talked of girding for new bat- Christian Church
United States 'of America.
Group I—Will meet with Mrs.
-looked around him with shrewd was escorted to impeccable Welles- tles.
Cheeks Jones Soong listened by 'interest—noted the demand the ley College. Her friends were the
China, a land at vast untapped A. B. Austin. Mrs. Clyde Jones is
the hour to their tales of their missionaries were creating for Bib- daughter's of America's merchant riches, was starving for money. leader.
homeland. His liquid-brown. al- les in his country. Charles Jones princes. And they treated her with Money to buy guns, to feed workGroupmeet with Mrs.
mond eyes widened with each de- Soong turned to printing Chinese the delicacy accorded a porcelain ers, to build homes. A great bonan- W. Z. Carter. Mrs. W. J. Gibson is
scription of the saering buildings. Bibles. He invested his profits at doll.
za of solid, believable, trustworthy leader.
the eickshas thet gushed blue the exorbitant interest rates then
Group Ill—Will meet with Mrs.
During the years she spent in money.
I
smoke and the r''-ney to be made.' common in China—as much as one- , school. Mei-Ling's homeland was
And once more—this time a giant R. L. Wade. Mrs. A. Carman is
ser in the world. thousand per cent per year—and in 'wakening. Spurred by her copper- Navy transport—Madame Chiang leader.
More Than
he wanted Is see that wondrous ' his venerable old age found him- . skir.ned. braggy neighbors in the Kai-Shek crossed the Pacific on a
land
self a merchant prince.
islands to the north. China was mission. Stopping briefly in San
Wednesday. December 3
And in 13110. a frightened, tongue- I Now this merchant prince had a ' writhing in the first agony of at- Francisco. she rushed on across the
The P. T. A. will have its annual
tied rasn of 20. he landed on these ,sloe-eyed daughter who was the tempting to catch up with the rest continent to Les.sburg. Virginia, to Christmas program at the Murray
become a house guest of Secretary high school at 3 o'clock.
shores He was baptized a Christian ;sparkle in his dimming eyes and of the world.
almost immediately.
the song in his heart Me -Ling , It was a new, violent, restive of State Marshall, That was an ausThe Arts and Crafts Club will
To he snerable family name of was her name. At his feet. she ; China that Mei-Ling went home to. picious welcome for an internat- meet with Mrs. Lois Miller, Wes:
typified by a lean, cold army 'anal mendicant.
Main, at 2:30.
i
I. officer she Met in her home. Gennut Madame Chiang faced formiWednesday, December
eral Chiang Kai-Shek. It was a d ele obstacles in gaining her ob.
The Arts and Crafts Club will
new and challenging China and--in jectve. For weeks, Washington had
meet with 'Mrs. Lois Miller at 2:30.
spite of old Charles Jon's Song's beer. stirred by reports that what
mighty objections—Mel-Ling foll ael the Unitell States already had
Thursday. December 9
in love with the silent, ruthless. sent China i'lLd been scandalously
The Business and Professional
almost
were
There
insmanaged.
ni
soldier.
young
rumors that Nationalist group of the First Christian Church
It was the beginning of a devoted. credil
meet at 7:30 with Mrs. Gatlin
curiously passionate life for them commanders had sold U. S. arms to
pton. Misa Margaret Corneae:It
the very forces they were supposed
MOVING IN 40 STATES UNDER I.C.C.
both. Their love was China.
Is'leader.
Her family had been horrified at to be fighting. Shipments of food,
The Young Matrons Group of
harsh,
and
reportwere
medicine
clothing
this
to
marriage
Mei-Ling's
All I.C.C. rates are not the same
ed to have found their way into the First Christian Church will
iron willed man of the sword.
Meeleng had smiled and quoted China's sprawling, usurious black meet at 2:30 with Miss Judy Aln
PHONE PADUCAH 4833 COLLECT
an ancient Chinese proverb which market_ . _little of it trickling in- britten. leader
An executive boasd meeting of
gravely noted how the pliant wil- to the hands of the pitifully poor
Paducah. Ky.
the Murray Womans Club will he
216 Kentucky Avenue
coolie who needed it most.
low tree often split the rock.
The day Madame Chang arrived held at 1:30 at the home of the
In .the years that followed, Madame Chiang Kai-Shek did, indeed. in San Francisco, reporters in president, Mrs. George Ed Overbey.
change the young general. From the Washington cautiously examined
Friday. December le
ambitious war lord, she changed the passibility that she might apThe Stitch and Chatter Club will
him to a man Inflamed with the peal to the joint committee OD
Foreign Economic Cooperation. As meet at 7:30 with Mrs. Hugh Wilideals of a united China.
son for its annual Christmas party.
There were some th.ngs she the watchdog on America's foreign
Friday. December le
could not change. Chiang Kai-Shea spending. the committee was inThe departments of the Murray
was an arrogant man Time and disposed toward China.
Asked whether he and his com- Womans Club will have a joint
again he seemed to satisfy his own
prele a: the expense of his country. mittee would hear a plea from meeting beginning at 7:30.
As best she could. aleaLing repair- Madame Chiang. Committee Chair*LAO 1I OLASILIMIDS
ed that damage Generals and dip- man Sol Bloom of New York reslomats who crossed the Pacific to ponded with a quick yes. But. the
mete Chieng Kai-Shek often were Congressman added that he doss mg her in the land she had once
rep lied by the man's aloofness. not favor giving "one more dollar," milled her "adopted country"
MIS IDE% —
Madame Chiang's native Chose
1But they never failed to comment as he expressed it, unless the monawl her adopted United States had
warm-hearted ey is used to better advantage.
)on the poise and
of a good Christmas
The rumors on Washington had ow thing in common by this time—
charm of the general's WI.
a !,car-s su:r.cripgift
-: ,-..,( the daughter of Chart- it that the Madame was seeking a a fierce preoccupation with Comlion to the local daily
, es Jones Soong was attempting her plumb stake of one-billion dollars. /Naziism in its endless forms and
paper
ifications.
level best to fish another of the On Friday, she visited SecretarF,
THE
'general's chestnuts from the fire. Marshall in Washington's Walter
LEDGER & TIMES
Thelr beloved China was on its Reed hospital, where the secretary
knee. Chiang. himself was direct- is undergoing a cheek-up. After a
ing plans for the government's three-hour conference, she emergwithdrawal from ancient Nanking, ed to tell clustering reporters "I am
now being savagely pressed by encouraged" Quickly, she added;
"But then I'd like to know anyone/
Communist forces.
Across the Pacific flashed pic- who talks with General Marshall
tures of weary, dusty stretcher and doesn't come away encouragbearers, endlessly jogging to hospit- ed"
It was a speech typical of the Oral stations behind the battle lines
around Suchow. By week's end. the ient_ noncommital and stylishly poNationalist armies had abandoned lite It also hinted that the sloe-eyed
•
Suchow and were dug in for a des- daughter of Charles Jones Soong
pentealast stand before the ponder- knew the immense difficulties fee-

Sloe Eyed Daughter Of Charles Jones
Soong Was Destined For Greatness

Society

Social Calendar

'

i

STALEY TRANSFER COMPANY
Local and Long Distance N1oving

gi

Crating, Storage and Shipping

1

•. Personals
Phone 374-M

• LOCALS
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Whitnell and
children. Eddie, Jarrunie and Linda, of Beaumont, Texas, will arrive
next week to spend the Christmas
holidays with their parents, Mr.
and Mrs. J. C. Harrell and Mrs.
Ona Whitnell.
—
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Today In Science
.
Palm Reading Doctors
Palmistry, the old standby of the
fortune tellers, is turning out to
be useful in seentifically diagnesing
Only the modern doctor uses the
X-ray and studies the bones of the
hand instead of the lines in the
skin of the palm.
Dr. James Brailford of Birmingham, England, told the radioolegteal society of America at San Francisco today that many diseases
cause abnormalities in the bone
structures. These abnormalities can
be studied most easily in the bones
of the hand with the X-ray. Rickets. scurvy and glandtdar disorders.
blood and inflammatory disease are
most easily diagnosed in this manlier.
Help For Diabetics
A new method of giving insulin
may parteilly free many diabetic
from the hypodermic
patients
needle.
The method involves mixing regular insulin and prolamine insulin in a two to one proportion .A
Arthur
Chicago physician, Dr.
Caldwell. said that in tests with
500 severe diabetic patients, 90 per
cent have been enabled to recluse
their injections to one a day with
the compound.
In cases of mild diabetes, protamine insulin -ea mixture of insulin and certain proteins, can be
taken alone. But in the past, the
severe cases have had to 1,e given
injections daily of ordinary insulin.
Cutting the injections to one a
day with the new naxture would
be a big help to the severe patients
The American diaoet,e association is starting a drive to discover
an estimated one million mild diabetics in the United States who are
not taking treatment.
Clinics for tests are being set up
this week in many cities. and citizens are being urged to take ths
tests. The asso7iation Ktys many
people who don't konw they have
diabetes are eating their way to
blindness and eventually _to, death.
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For y our Christmas social season . look your hest
and know it . in lowly Claussner Kleer-Sheer
Nylons. Thei.? crystal-clear, sheer as flickering
candle-light stockings play the role of perfect
complement to your holiday costumes.

$1.75

$1.50

1
1

$1.95
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Here's a lingerie duo you
won't want to be without
this Season. Dainty Pointe
D Esprit lace edges the bodice and the panties image
the delicate lace trimming,
too! Luxite designed in fine
raion tricot for the uitimate
in beaUty, comfort and wear.
Tea Rose, White, Black.
Slip, sizes 32-42 ., $3.98
Pantie, size 4-7 .. $1.65
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'The touch of elegance...
the look of smartness..
yours in Stetsons.

Kid Gloves $2.95 to $5.95
$1.49 to $2.95
Fabric

71402

$24.75

$24.75

There's nothing so utterly feminine as one of these sets.
they are right in fit, materials, and comfort.

They're Shrewsbury originals, so you

know

1

It's a perfect gift for Mom, Sister, or Sweetheart, and she'll love it ... and you too.

Littleton's
'NO)MIAM WO WO.!VP.50.3; Afkei itkei

Littleton's
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Benedictines At Work Preparing
Revised Version Of Catholic Bible

MA Mg!MA
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Benedic- all handwritten and scrawled in a
O__ ROME WE).
tine monks are toiling on one of the variety of script, faded with time,'
most monumental scholastic tasks 1 marred by the foraging trail of
of all time, the production of a true worms, aU in Latin and all dating
version of the official Roman Cath- from the seventh to the 14th centuries, were carefully gathered by. •
olic Bible.
of experts. The
nearly 50 years now, the the advance guard
were found in Is:
specially-trained philogians of the best • documents
other important ones
French St. Jerome Monastery in Italy, but
France, Britain, Ireland WI
Rome have been at their job. The came from
one
first seven books of the Old Testa- and southern Germany—and
ment have been revised and pub- from Russia.
Crews of experts looked over the
lished in a new edition, for scholdocuments on the spot. The best
ars only.
were photographed and the photo- I
The monks expect to be at the stat copies sent on to the St. Jerwork 20 years from now. But time tune Monastery.
is ' of no importance to them in
The scholars were trained in He- •w
their • /odern book-lined library, brew. Greek, Latin, French, Gerwhere their laborious study of an- man and English—and the Semitic
dent biblical manuscripts is so
languages of Aramaic and Chaldexacting that they can work only can—before they set to work. Over .
4M
three hours a day.
the years, some of the monks have
The great work began about the grown' old on the job, others have
turn of the century. Pope Pius XI had to give up the exacting work
decided that the official Ronian and have been replaced by carefulCatholic Bible—the Latin Vulgate ly-trained substitutes.
edition, as it is called—needed reWhen the work was in its early
vision. The objective was stated stages, the monks used to use mag• simply: to produce the best possible nifying glasses to help them read
critical edition, one that would the ancient manuscripts. But the
come as close as possible to St. smallness of the script in many
Jerome's translation of the Bible cases, and the photostatic inversion 'w4
from Hebrew.
of white handwriting on black
St. Jerome's work of the 4th background. maths the °eyestrain!.
century has never been found, but terrific. That is why a three-hour
present-day editions of the Bible work day is all one man can
stem from translations of repro- stand.
ductions of his work that were
passed down through the ages. The
scholars of the Catholic Church believed that it left room for various
translation errors, which the monks
of St. Jerome hope to correct.
The abbot of the monastry, Father Pierre Salmon, directs the great
project. He said the nature of the
work makes it almost exclusively
for scholars but, "It is expected to
be the cornerstone of any future
scholarly critical editions of the
Bible, whether Catholic or Protestant.The work began with a worldwide search for all ancient manuscripts which formed the basis for
{resent Bibles, including the Clemivnine edition of 1595, which is
the currently-accepted Latin Vulgate Bible of the Catholic Church.
Not even the scholars who publishITS GOOD BESIDES':
ed the Clementine edition had acTO EMPLOY'
cess to all the information the St.
DISABLED VETE7AW.
Jerome monastery gathered.
Old parchment manuscripts. doc11130144 IL.1104•011111•••••IL
uments 'written on leather hides,
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Will Make Her The Happiest Person
In Calloway County This Christmas!
RILEY'S FEATURES DAILY such outstanding values in furniture
and appliances. You know the brands we handle — Kelvinator
Appliances — Kroehler Furniture — Arvin Dinettes — Sparton
and Stromberg-Carlson Radios — Rugs by Bigelow Weavers —
Authentic period styles — Delka Rockers.

LOOK OVER THESE SAMPLES AND COME IN TODAY. DON'T DELAY!

Enlarge and beautify your home
with mirrors. We have them with
and without frames.

SILVERPLAIE
•

RILEY'S

LASTING

4

Occasional Chairs, Rockers and
many others for every use and purpose.

Dropleaf Table. Both decorative
and useful. We also have chairs to
use with these tables.
•

•

Bendix Ironer. 'Take that ache
out of washday with one of these
ironers. You will be amazed at the
amount of work it can do. Immediate delivery.

Oak Dinette Set. Several styles.
Don't miss seeing our Arvin tubular
steel dinette sets. They are a dream

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY ON ALL ELECTRIC APPLIANCES

•

4

•

Bedroom Suites in both
modern a n d period
styles. Well constructed
and built to last. Beau•;ful finishes.

Living room Suites. Sofas and chairs. Kroehler sectional furniture. Coverings in Velour, Mohair and
Tapestry.

(All patterns made in l.'.S.A.)

Holmes 8.: Edwards stay s newlooking far longer than silverplate that's just "extra-plated"
...because the most-used forks
and spoons are inlaid ss ith
blocks of sterling silver at
backs of bowls and handles.

•..........

•

These lovely ra:ierns have a beauty of
design that reflects their high quality of
craftsmanship and construction. And
betause they're staling inlaid. that
ti!
beauty Lsta

Bendix Washer. Fully automatic.
Washes, rinses, drys. Needs no
bolts to hold it down. Immediate
delivery.

Apex Washing Machine. One of
the best conventional type washers
made. The swirling motion of the
agitator gets clothes cleaner.

52 PIECE SERVICE FOR 8

Bendix Dryer. No need to cry
when it rains en wash day. With
this dryer you never need to leave
the house. Immediate delivery.

Kelvinator Refrigerators. Immediate delivery on these wonderful r0.
frigerators. Come in and select
your model.

the
Buy your Christmas Furniture Gifts now from RILEY'S. Cash or Terms. We can furnish your home from
kitchen to the-parlor.
We will Gift Wrap any purchase from a toaster to an electric range.

'Mr
chat included
•
(No Federal Tax)

Riley Furniture & Appliance Co.
.01 FURCHES JEWELRY
East Side Square
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Telephone 449

East Side Square

Two Stores for Your Convenience

Telephone 587
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People W ho See "Bodies" In-Hudson
Run
New York Harbor Police On
.. The
-

•
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For instance, one New York store
He says that this year there is a where workmen already ere cutteli phone all day long, especially
has been holding a pre-Christmas
market.
for
the
them
better
art
on
ting
wider
appreciation
of
ii
;undayt..sale of mink coats, advertised at
Christmas cards. To meet the deThe makers of electrical appliThe harbor precinct maintains a
mand, his company has issued an ances, a scarce item during the war. half price.
hours:
regular patrol. at a
elaborate "gallery artists" group, now say the supply is abundant
NEW YORK i UP.- --Pairalman rush up there and find a new Navy:throughout the detea
'Ni
*I-t Chliatmas ever, and motive nears the platform; and a bearirrg reproductions from works
One maker, General Electric, says
'
I
Gerard Devlin. is glad to -see cold I buoy or sorriething."
waterfront.
York's rs miles: of
a
.
. late shopping rush.
tha 1
I hobby horse that trots across the of 50 leading painters.
that prices are about the name as
wIcather set ,n. People on upper ; . Devine is a member of the hard Police launches cruise ,slowly up
men sum:
Th,,;., ti,L, Way business
in the way ili room when mounted.
The classic addition to the yule last year. Manufacturers espect the
Riverside Drve ',teen :their wAl-'bor precinct, a unit -‘ ',the New ,iend down the. river oh both the up hat's expected
gre -der card industry says season, the Christmas tree, is going dollar sales volume to outdo 1947.
dows shut and don't see beetles York City police's emera ncy ser- Mew York and New Jersey side Christmas -buying this year. Re-1 The
doin g a land office business. to cost you slightly more this year.
The favorite luxury gift, a fur
is
it
trouble.
ex-1
looking
for
dollar
v
olume
is
floating in the North H:VVT. a
tailers
report
,%:ce divison. He works out of Pier ,
a
But the hea d of one of the largest One spokesman says you'll find it coat, may cost less than last year,
high.
ill-time
pected
an
to
set
slip
and
"It's awful in the summer." I.e A at the lower tip et Manhattan: They can glide into a
greeting cani makers, Joyce -Hall difficult to get a tree for one dol- dependjng where you buy it. Max
The .magazine -Business Week"1 of Kansas City. says .it will cost no lar. Add if you do, it'll be a small
said. -They keep their- winciov,s . Iskind up ,the Hudson as far as 'spot any irregular activity before
Bachrach, a spokesman for Fur
s; ide. open_ arid sit there . all day Yonkem, maintaining a "regular ; culprits are :mare of their exis- says that 'so far in '18. sales of all; more this year to say "Merry Chris- one.
Research Institution, rays consumer
long looking at the river. Some of , patrol and answering' emergency i tence, and consequently have cut retail stores hax a been running' tmas" than, it did in pre-war 1939.
But even if cost is up, there'll be resistance in some areas has
them use binoculars all (Lae lo:i.t.'i c..11s.
, thefts from the waterside to a min- about 10 per con, over last year.
atdueestpio
itn
e
s, h plenty of trees to go around, ac- brought prices down. But he adds
Hall s)aa.sthmad
they'll
boll
this
_pace
And
if
they
imum.
nuts.
us
Drives
_l_ ..1-e-t-somebody---really. till-in--thet
costs,
cording to Fred Holt, forestry spec- the furs affected depend on the intmaerial and
-Anything that happens on the, wind u the year with all of you makers still are offering a wide se- ialist of the University ot,„Main. He dividual store which may be want- "They see bodies floating in the f drink." Gerard said, -and chances
$130Axgompoo. i
of
total
a
spending
water aed we rush up there and are some patrolman will.telephone pier itself is the business ef the
anging from five i says most of them will come from ing to push the fur which it has in
with last Year's $11800,rection at prices z
find a :sic trunk or a barrel or i us before the people with the pi- land police:* they explain.
_
maritime
provinces of Canada excess quantity.
doll: r.
l'cents
to
one
.
000.000:
' ininethma. They see people getting' r:oculars see what's actually hapd Devine was in a patrol boat; the
And the magazine says that unit
in t- - 1. T-, ,1 sill boats and We IpenedaBut if •',, e f.,l•a- alarm they i•Captain Abbey. The boat was under
command of Sgt. Robert L. Alperin sales, the physical volume of merowooTT
,
I.VAINIMilm,„ o, •
"".
and carried a crew of six patrol- chandise, seems to be edging the
two
i
„
•
`44-1144W-1,;
47"
men. all ef them veterans of the 1947 figure.
there's
.1
that
T
r
also
say
Retailers
tug business or of the Navy.
on
merchandise
greater variety of
Devine Was typical of most of
the counters this yeig. Toys are'
them. Before the war he had been
more amazing than ever. And
for
River
the
North
pilot
'on
tug
a
COMPLUS
YOU
A
GIVE
US
LET
COME IN AND
there's an abundance of just about ;
years. During the war he was in everything except turkeys.
DEMONSTRATION OF THE FAMOUS
the Navy and piloted Navy vessels
The U. S. Department of Agriin and out of New York. Now he is culture reports that the overall crop
knows
force
and
at
32
police
on the
is about 20 percent under last year. '1
as much about the North or Hud- The shortage, according-to the mar- i
son. River as almost any tug pilot ket service, will be mostly of the '
working there.
smaller birds, the hens under 16 and
Harbor police work was slowed the turns under 20 pounds.
during the longshoremen's strike—
USDA says wholesale prices have
no shipping. no trouble. They were goe up since Thanksgiving, as much
set for emergencies, though, able as one to five cents per pound, deto take over and operate essential pending on the size. And they're
food and fuel tugs should tug well above prices at Christmas last
workers walk out with the long- year.
shoremen.
The departm:nt says ducks curYou will live with your
"But just wait until warm weath- rently are up one to two cents per
Dew range a long time
-so we suggest you
er," Devine said. "Upago the' win- pound wholesale, over pre-Thanksshop and compare. See
dows. People stick their heads cut giving prices this year. And,roastthe Tappan! There's s
and right away they begin seeing ing chickens are about tha
wealth of conveniences
As for prices generally. manyarlethings. You always get a call at a
COME INto make .eour kitchen
quarter olour when you're sup- partment store men feel that there's
boors easier-more enioyable. Famous
NO
OPLIOATION
been a general "levelling off."
Tappan
for its heansy, your new friends.
posed to be off at four."
(IF come
Prices of such things as shirts and
will be the envy of your
radios, and some dresses, are down.
OPEN EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT
But many other items, including
the luxury articles are a bit higher.
Inc.
Department and specialty stores
say there'll probably be a big lastPhone 1177
105 North Fourth Street
minute rush. This year, they. exbut
plain, manufacturers have no big
Times
&
Curtis W. Doran, District -Manager
backlog of orders to take care of,
and there is greater availability
aTailir tritielitiee.
if gift gooas-fEanthe war.
Planning to buy an Electric Range?
The 1948 toy pack that Santa will
An Electric
carry is assured a record 300.000.Water Heater? A Horne Freezer?
An Automatic
060 dollar load of toys, a 20 per
Washer - Dryer-or Electric ironer?
It's good to
cent increase over 1947. Special
remember
that you can get these
that
you
parents
is
for
good news
appliances
there's a 100 per cent increase of
with the some fine quality of
material
and entoys of the low and medium price
gineering design that have made
Frigidaire
lines.
Refrig•rators America's favorite for more
This forecast for toy prospects
than
a quarter-century.
comes from the American toy iastitute. which says you will have
MORE FRIGIDAIRE
So, let your confidence be your
guide. Come
a better chdicc of toys for a giver
REFRIGERATORS SERVE IN
see us now about the Frigidaire
amount of money than at any other
appliance you
time since the war.
need for your kitchen or laundry
MORE AMERICAN HOMES
room.
However, the institute says many
.
N THAN ANY OTHER MAKE
steel and rubbei toys will be- in
I
short supply %And rnapy lines
Remember: Frigidaire products are made only
t_..I
of playthings are expected to eftsaby
Frigidaire, a division of GENERAL MOTORS
ppear ft In e.unters long before the
pping days, so early buyiggested.
Sania Claus plans to deliver such
new items as a baby doll that gurgles and burps when its back is
patted: another which blows bubYou get more of everything in
bles and has washable hair; a walkFrigidaire Refrigerators.
ing-giant ereector set robot that
Sizes from 6 cu, ft. to 11% cu. ft.
Master models, Deluxe
wiilks by remote control push but- ;
models, and famous Frigidaire Cold
-Wall Imperial Reton and blinks its eyes; a ';talking
frigerators that provide moist cold'
station" that bawls out tr:441 desti-

Christmas Shopping

SAVE LIVES;

compared.

Before you buy oty Range
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COME and SEE

6

ABILENE GAS COMPANY,

Not everybody in
Calloway county subscribes to The Ledger
nearry
everybody reads it.
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It Pays to Get What_YoulAra
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A LAMP VALUE
THt T DEFIES
COMPARISC,

•
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nations when a steam-hissiett loco-

Christmas Fireworks

r•T AGES OF
INDIRECT LIGHT IN
GLASS REFLECTOR

. is. 'amp buy
Its here
been amities, for! You would miser dream
that such &tie morsel coastal bay sack quality ard style.
Gir•cieViedy silted in the wanted ivory or browse tiossli
p4eabsel shod* with smart oiortrasting braid trim clod
modernly desigeed all metal base with.TENIT11-4alselli that
raflects a sdlit 'right light. They'll sell-oat'hie hurry •
be hate earls to make your selection.

MARKET
16th and Main

arewwwvers
oda

If You Miss
RILEY'S
PRE-CHRISTMAS
SALE

FrigidaireaAutornalic Electric Ranges
come in 6 models, each with some
basic cooking features and
advancements, including exclusive
Frigidaire
Rodiontube cooking units, big EvenHeat oven.

We Both

Frigidaire Electric Water
Heater has famous Radian.
tubeheating element.
Clean, hot water
always.
Sizes from 30 gals. to
80
gals.

Frigidaire Horne Freezer, 8 cu,
ft. size with new, convenient
frozen food storage. Other
sizes from 12.8 cu. ft. to
cu. ft. for 'oso•t any home.

,NRIN
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WANTED:

3 STAGES OF

LIGHT ,FROM 3•CANDLE
FIXTURE
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We are paying top

market

-

price for Corn in Murray

7-esen
.noul

"STANDARD"
Farm Tested Feeds

ROSS FEED CO.
Murray, Ky.

nit
NEVER
meow
GetsWomer
FOR FASTER RELIEF

Quick 1 Use these Special
Doirble-Dirti Nese Orees

South Third Street

Phone 481

A lea le tricks Va4re-nol in each nostra reposes head cold distress fast!
And if-ustd at first warning sniffle or
ar.eenr, Vs-tro-riol actually helps to
prevent many colds from developing.
Try it! Follow cluections in package-

Frigidaire

Electric Ironer has
exclusive improvements
that make ironing fun. Simple
to use, irons clothes and litlens

many

quickly, beautifully.

Frigidaire Fully Automatic
Electric Washer. It's ail
porcelain
Has "Live-Water"
action.
Washes, rinses twice, spindries in 29 minutes.
Just put
in clothes and soap,
set the
dial, and forget it/

Frigidaire Automatic Electric
Clothes
Dryer makes you
independent of the
weather. Dries clothes ready
to iron
1n15 to 25 minutes.

•

Johnson Appliance Co. •
South Side Square

VA-TR01101
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USE LIASSIlltil
and Save Money
WELLS PAINTING, DECORATING. Spesializing in refinishing
all types of furniture. Estimates
free. Pick up and delivery. TeleFOR SALE 50-lb. lard cans, used
Dllp
phone 1027-j, Murray, Ky.
one time, at 25o each. Dixie Cream
Donut Shot, Hazel Road near the ROWLAND Refrigeration Sales and
138c
city limits.
Service. Supplies, Phone 9934,
Hazel Highway, one block south
FOR SALE—Solid oak breakfast
tf
of Sycamore Street.
set, $20; metal ice box. $10; table
set, $20; metal ice box, $10. Phone FRUIT CAKES—Home baked. Call
1121-W.
Dem
374-M.

For Sale

DEADLINE
L D yi
tsth''T-I•
Distributed by United Feature Syndicate, Inc.

•

.1

Ex-Service Men's I
News
Veterans Administration, today
reminded World War II veterans
taking on-job training under the
G. I. Bill aral their employers that
the individual monthly reports of
progrees must be submitted to the
VA or 012 veteran will lose his sulei
sistenc,
... allowance..
VA said on-job training reports
for the month of November were
due Daaember 1., Subsistence payments will be suspended in all cases
where these reports ate not -received by December 10. ,
Veterans who have been dropped
from eubsistence rolls when their
monthly reports of progress tailed
to reach Veterans Administration

in time, will be restored to th4'rolls
as rapidly as the reports are re;ieived within the required time lot:a.
VA announced.

Read the Ledger & Times Classified Ads

The progress reports must be received by VA within 80 days of the
first delinquency. In cages where
reports are received after 60 days,
Tellus Seaford home, 6th and Olive
veterans will lose subsistence for
the delinquent period.
First house north of Bus Station in Murray, Ky,
Reports of progress on VA Form
Thursday, December 9, at 1 p.m., rain or shine
7-1905c are required for veterans
enrolled, under the G. I. Bill injobSeven rooms of practically new furniture will be sold, including two
training establishments and certain
types of vocational schools. The bedroom suites nearly new tuo other bedroom sillies, four bedroom
veteran-trainee is required to pre- chairs, two innerspring mattresses, studio couch. and chair, mahogany
pare his own report of progress desk. set of box springs, three sets of coil springs, one frosted dinette
each month. He submits it to the suite, two oil cook stoves, kitchen furnaure, icebox, feather bed, table,
trainer for approval and certificarugs, chairs, and numerous other items.
tion. The trainer, in turn, transmits
the reports to the appropriate VA
EVERYTHING SELLS REGARDLESS OF PRICE
regional otice. Reports are not required from veteran-students in
Douglas Shoemaker, Auctioneer
colleges, other institutions of higher learning, institutional on-farm
courses and correspondence courses.
VA said on-job trainees und:r the
G. I. Bill total approximately 20,000 in Ohio, 10,000 in Michigan and
7,000 in Kentucky.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
Q. I did not select an optional!
settlement of my NSLI. In event of
my death, is my widow entitled to
settlement in a lump sum if she
wants it?
A No. Payment in one sum may t
be made only if designated by the
insured.
Q. I am considering taking on-1
the-side training but I find the proposed training will necessitate purchase of a great many too1s and
seme equipment Will Veterans Administration pay for
the tools I
will need?
A. Veterans Administration will
furnish you with tools and equipment, provided they are required
by all other trainees taking the
same course.

AUCTION SALE

It was on ner account, and nis
CHAPTER SEVEN
new Spinet in maannoyance was aimed at her as PIANOS—Brand
Strictly Family Affair
bench,
WHEN Ann reached the Of- well as at nirnself
hogany or walnut with
DelivBOSTON
t UPl—The East Boston
up.
pianos,
$135
Used
$485.
rice she Saw 'Tracy at the
"Well, don't!" she Warned Min
ered—Harry Edwards, 808 South seat in the Massachusetts legislaileSk In the Corner, talking to Icily -You've tried to pt rid Of
me by oelng 'ough. now you're 5th street. Paducah, Ky, Tele- ture is a family affair. It will bq
flushed and indignant-looktrying to get rid of me by going
D17c occupied in 1949 by Manassah
phone 4431,
ing reporter She saw an un- soft and friendly and sneaking up
Bradley, Jr. During nearly the past
occupied tynewriter Its covet on my blind side But it won't USED
SALE— half century, the seat has been
BUFFET, FOR
still in place thus indicating work mister—It won't work; I'm
Good finish, and held, successively, by his father, his
design.
Modern
here to stay. as Long as I can make
that no one had been using it
priced reasonable. Call 374-M. d8nc brother-in-law and his sister.
the grade: and when I can't then
today She calmly thcli posses- the contract says you can fire me
FOR SALE — Tennessee walking
sion ot It, dropiln,.: her SIM- with a clear conscience."
Palviotra •II 2.44
horse. See or call Miss Ruth AshTracy studied tier for a moment
iacket over the nark of the
and
then
said
Telephone
jerkily
"O.K..
ClayHall.
more,
Wells
gE3E111 OPIlaki
chair Whirling ^npy-paper
14.501111
SI Symnot flit
ton, have it your own way Let's
D7p I
1199.
samarium
GIUMIAMEIROLI INUIM
into the machine nofnre she see what you can do towarde
33 -Cutting edge of
1-Tremulous
0141ILEIP •M-4F•301E4E.161
toe:: out whacking out a few Inches from FOR SALE—Slightly used 9x12
her purse
6-Wood5 plant
an auger
rrn 1-4121g
34- Pronoun
10 Symbm tor
ded bit Of pr.pt Lyn these notes on that new City Hall
pintm• -3g32
35-To edit
tantalum
Armstrong linoleum. Also folding
project.'
37- Bete rs
12 Inventor of
en her.
DOSU
6th.
Tele308
N.
carriage.
baby
He flung some clipped notes to
telegraph
28 -To help
urned to the :ypewriter her, and the telephone screamed
4, BlW HOW
39 -F1,11 rag•
13 Plainsmen
D7c
phone 531-M.
40 Sorrowful
16 Solar disk
te slowly for a moment at him and he scooped It up as
MA 'AWN WU
41 -StIngIng insect
IS
teenng for words: and then more Ann went back to ner desk
MS MINA
FOR SALE — Two reconditioned 3-tilting bird
43 -The ankle
rapidly more smoothly absoroeci
16--To choose
45 -Jewish high
AN ZIIMSM
Her story appeared In the mornwashing machines. Conventional
priest
20 -N•llse meta,p1
in the words that flowed from ner ing pa per And,. surprisingly
WIMA WWMA
46-To start suddenly
wringer type. Popular brands-21- Fruit drink
neart through net typewriter keys enough. it created hither an imWfl
-K41:MAr-IWT4
-Drain
47 -Cleansing
Johnson Appliance Company. Telto the paper oefore her.
subst•oc•
-111 2114. nickname
MUT MOWN ASW
pression. lief•r.
a a o•a them
Fortitude
Hastened
50
26
It,
she
had
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FOR HOME BAKING ..
We recommend

JERSEY CREAM
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KENTUCKY PRIDE

FANCY BISCUIT FLOUR

Milled from the best grade home grown
wheat for home folks
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Read The Ledger & Times Classified Ads
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LONG'S BAKERY
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Will Buy Good Used
Feed Sacks
"STANDARD"
Farm Tested Feed
Highest Quality
Lowest Cost

ROSS FEED CO.
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. . . Yes Sirreeee, a three ring circus of endless fun, and
a world of joy, awaits every little girl and boy in the wonderland where we've displayed our brilliant new collection of toys. The fun they'll have just seeing the things
Santa has on display here for them will be surpassed only
by the thrill they'll get on Christmas morning when they
find you've chosen just what they wanted. Bring the children in to see our Circus of Toys.
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GIFTS FOR ALL THE FAMILY
Mechanical Trains

Don't miss this complete display of gifts. We have something
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Score
Hazel
Cuba
LIneti

for everyone. Come in today and make your selection.

Use Our Lay Away
Just pick out what you want and pay each week or win you
can and pick it up in time for Christmas.
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Chrome covered Popup Toasters.
E., Suhbeam and
Toastmaster.
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Chronium Electric
Percolators.
Universal Automatic
and non-automatic.
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Just one of many
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RADIO FLYER
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Regular $10.95 value. All steel body, big rubber tires. It will take a lot of punishment a'ild
ask for more.

Electric Waffle
Iron.

SunbEam Electric
Mixmasters.

Several Sizes

Doll Baby Buggy

We have one of the largest and most complete selections of Gift Glassware in the Purchase . . . Westmoreland Milk Glass, Ruby and Crystal, Roseville Pottery, Tiffin
and Heisey Crystal
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FREE PARKING TO OUR CUSTOMERS
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